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Abstract--Generalizing theso-called Minkowski function, a family of continuous, trictly increas- 
ing singular functions on the unit interval is introduced. We investigate the Hausdorff dimension of 
the set of points where the singular functions have nonvanishing derivatives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study a one parameter family g~ of singular functions which are continuous and strictly 
increasing on the interval [0, 1]. Since g~(0) = 0, g~(1) = 1 and ~ = 0 almost everywhere, the 
functions g~(x) are of the Cantor type. The family g~(x) is a generalization of the Minkowski 
function ?(x) such that gl/2(x) = ?(x). Kinney [1] showed that d? is concentrated on a set X of 
Hausdorff dimension a ~ 0.875 in the following sense: there is a set X of Hausdorff dimension 
a for which ?(X) has Lebesgue measure 1, while for any set A of Hausdorff dimension less than 
a the set ?(A) has measure zero. Our aim is to extend this fact to the family g~(x). The 
corresponding Hausdorff dimension is determined explicitly. For related investigations, ee [2]. 
One of the basic tools is the Farey tree F, which was studied in connection with dynamical 
systems; see [3] for references. The Farey tree is sometimes called the Stern-Brocot tree; see [4]. 
The second important binary tree T is generated by iterating the inverse Farey shift at the 
point 1/2, where 
{ ~_-~, fo rO<x< 1 
- - (1 .1 )  
U(x)  = for ½ < x < l 
is the Farey shift defined on the unit interval, and the inverse image U-I(x) = { l+xX, l+xl } 
consists of two points (except at the point 1). Throughout our observations we will see that each 
vertex of T is a quotient of denominators of Farey numbers. One can define an itinerary of x by 
labelling the edges of T, which is a topological conjugacy to the Bernoulli shift [5]. Thus U(x) is 
chaotic in the sense of various definitions of chaos [2]. More details about the chaotic and ergodic 
behavior of U(x) can be found in [3,6]. 
The authors are grateful to the referee for several suggestions which helped to improve the presentation of the 
paper. 
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We set 
where 
2. BAS IC  DEF IN IT IONS 
p(n + 1, 2i) = p(n, i), 
q(n + 1, 2i) = q(n, i), 
p(n + 1,2i + 1) = p(n, i) + p(n, i + 1), 
q(n + 1,2i + 1) = q(n, i) + q(n, i + 1), 
(2.1) 
p(0, 0) = 0, p(0, 1) ---- q(0, 0) ---- q(0, 1) ---- 1. 
p(n+l,2i-bl)  The terms q(n+l,2i+l) correspond to the vertices in the (n + 1) th stage of the Farey tree, which is 
an infinite binary tree whose vertices are labelled by all (reduced) rationals in the interval (0, 1). 
p(n-[-1,2i+l) 1/2 is considered as the root of the Farey tree F. q(n+l,2i+l) is connected with vertices of stage 
vt~+2,4i+x) v(~+2,4i+3) (n + 2) namely with q(n+2,4i+1) and q(~+2,4i+3)" The edges of the first kind are labelled by 0, 
p(n+ l,2i--b l ) the edges of the second kind by 1. With each vertex q(n-bl,2i+l) we associate the interval 
J (n , i )=  I p(n'i) p (n , i÷  l)] 
\q (n , i ) 'q (n , i+~ ' i=0 , . . . ,2  '~-1 .  (2.2) 
Hence, 
2n--1 
J (n , i )~ J (n , j )=O,  for i # j, U J (n , i )=(O,  1], (2.3) 
i=l  
for all n. For each interval J(n, i), there exists a unique path in the Farey tree which starts in the 
p(n+l ,2 i+l )  root 1/2 and ends at the vertex q(n+l,2i+l)" We denote the 0, 1-sequence of labels of this path by 
(yl,y2 . . . .  ,Yn) and assign to each x c J(n,i) the n-tuple (Yl,Y2,... ,Yn). From (2.1) and (2.2), 
we conclude that the index i of J(n, i) is given by 
i := y52 (2.4) 
j= l  
Thus, the labels yj of the path are equal to the digits of the index i in its binary representation. 
Now we consider a parameter A in (0, 1) and define a sequence of maps g~ : [0, 1] ~-~ [0, 1] as 
follows. 
Let G~ be the set of all Farey fractions ~P(T'i) e [0, 1] with r < n. We consider a function hA 
defined for all Farey fractions recursively by hA(0) := 0 and hA(l) := 1 and 
/'p(n + 1, 2/__+ 1)'~ (e.s) 
hA \q (n÷l ,2 i÷ l ) ]  =hA \q (n , i ) ]  \q (n , i÷~)  -hA  \q (n , i ) ] ]  
The set H~ = {(z,h~(x)) I x e G~} consists of 2 '~ points in the unit square [0,1] x [0,1]. 
Connecting these points by straight lines, we obtain functions g~, which map the unit interval 
onto itself. 
DEFINITION. For x • [0, 1], we define 
g~(x) = lim g~(x). 
n ---~ 00 
Obviously, all functions g~ map the unit interval onto itself. 
PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONS. 
(a) g~ ( x ) are continuous trictly increasing functions. 
(b) For a fixed A, let I(n, i) := g~ (J(n, i)) (i • {0,... 2 n - 1}) denote the image of J(n, i). We 
set Ao := A and A1 := 1 - A and obtain for the Lebesgue measure # of the intervals I(n, i) 
I~ ( I ( n, i ) ) = Ay, Ay~ . . . A~ , 
where (Yl, Y2,.-., Yn) is the n-tuple of 0, 1-1abeLs assigned to the interval J(n, i). 
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FURTHER NOTATION. 
J(n, x) = J(n, i), 
x(n, y) = x(n, i), 
D*(n, y) = max{q(n, i), q(n, i + 1)}, 
D.(n,y) = min{q(n,i),q(n,i + 1)}, 
(o1 A(O,y) = 1 ' 
( iX -y / )  
A( i ,y )= yi 1 " 
whenever x • J(n, i), 
whenever y • I(n, i), 
where y 6 I(n, i), 
where y 6 I(n, i), 
3. AUXIL IARY  RESULTS 
The proofs of the following important facts can be found in [1]. 
(i) The numerators and denominators of the limit points of J(n, i) can be encoded by matrix 
multiplication 
p(n,i) p (n , i+ l ) )  (~  1)  n 
q(n,i) q (n , i+ l )  = 1 HA( i 'Y)"  
i=l  
From (i), we see that the two denominators of the boundary points of J(n, i) are given 
as follows. Let v = (1, 1) be the second row of the matrix A(0, y). For an arbitrary two- 
dimensional vector w = (a, b), let min w denote rain{a, b} and max w = max{a, b}. Then, 
the denominators of the two boundary points of J(n, i) are given by 
max v. A(i,y) and min v. A(i,y) . (3.1) 
i=l  
Taking the maximum and the minimum every k th stage, we can define two numbers 
D*k(n,y) and D.k(n,y) inductively as follows: D*k(n,y) = D*(n,y) for n _< k. Else we 
set n = tk + s with t _> 1 and 1 < s < k. We suppose D*k(tk, y) to be defined and set 
D*k(n'Y)= D'k(tk, y ) .max v. f l  A ( tk+j ,y )  , 
j= l  
Replacing maximum by minimum, we define 
for n_< k, 
for n > k. 
D.k(n,y) = D.k(tk, y). min v. f l  A(tk +j ,y )  , 
j= l  
for n< k, 
for n > k. 
(ii) The following relation holds: 
D.k(n,y) <_ D.(n,y) < D*(n,y) < D*k(n,y). 
(iii) We introduce the limits 
E*(k) = lim l°gc(~) D*k(tk' y) 
t-.oo tk and E. ( k ) = 
lim log~(~) D.k(tk, y) 
,--.oo tk ' 
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where logc(A) denotes the logarithm to base c(A) -- 1/(A0x°A~ 1) (for the existence of these 
limits, see [1]). Furthermore, we have 
E.(k) < liminf logc(~) D.(n,y) <_ limsup log~(~) D*(n,y) <_ E*(1) Vk, l. 
~-.oo n n-.oo n 
(iv) We note that E.(n + [v~]) > E*(n). Thus, we have 
supE.(k) > infE*(/). 
(v) From (ii),(iii), and (iv), we conclude 
infE*(k) -- supE.(/) -- lim l°gc(A) D*(n,y) = lim 
n---~OO n n-....., ~ 
logo(a) D.(n, y) 
n 
(3.2) 
for almost all y. This value is denoted by 1/2a(A). In the following, we will show that 
n 
a(A) = 2 log~(A) D*(n, y) 
is the Hausdorff dimension of the set of points where the functions g~ have nonvanishing 
derivatives. 
(vi) Let A be the set of all vertices in the n th stage of the Farey tree F and let B be the set 
of vertices in the n th stage of the binary tree T, which was defined in Section 1. Then, we 
have A -- B for all n. This means that F and T have the same vertices in each level, but 
the edges are connecting different vertices. 
(vii) Considering the intervals J(n, i), it can easily be shown that 
#(J(n,x)) = 
q(n,i)q(n,i+ 1)' 
for x E J(n, i). 
4. PROPERT IES  AND EXPL IC IT  REPRESENTAT ION OF  a(A) 
THEOREM 1. The limit a(A) defined by (3.2) has the following properties: 
(a) a(A) = a(1 - A), and hence a(A) is unimodal. 
(b) a(A) is strictly increasing in (0, 1/2). 
(c) a(A) has its maximum at A = 1/2. 
(d) lim~_~0 a(A) -- lim~-~l a(A) -- 0. 
PROOF. The definition of a(A) in (3.2) includes a logarithm to the base c(A) -~ 1/(A0 ~° Ax~). Since 
c(A) is symmetric to the line A -- 1/2, we have c(A) -- c(1 - A). Thus, replacing A by 1 - A, 
the base of the logarithm in (3.2) will not change and (a) is true. The function c(A) is strictly 
increasing in the interval [0, 1/2] and strictly decreasing in [1/2, 1]. Thus, 
n 
= J im 2 logo( ) y) 
(for some y) is strictly increasing on [0, 1/2] and strictly decreasing in [1/2, 1]. 
Now (c) is obvious. Since 
n n 
lim lim = lim lim ---- 0, 
x-.o ~-*o¢ 2 logc(~) D*(n,y) c(~)-.1 n-.oo 2 logc(~) D*(n,y) 
the assertion (d) follows from (a) and Theorem 1 is proved. | 
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We have D* (n + 1, y) = D* (n, y) + D, (n, y) for all n. Hence, 
( n ( 
logc(~) D*(n + 1,y) = logo(a)D*(n,y) + logo(a) 1 + D,(n,y) )  = E loge(a)  1 + D,(k ,y) )  
n*(n,y)]  D*(k,y)]" k=l 
(4.1) 
We wish to find the term D,(n,y)/D*(n,y) 6 T in the n th stage of the Farey tree and to 
determine the index k = k(n) such that 
D. (n, y) _ p(n, k) 
D*(n,y) q(n,k) 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 1. Let x C (0, 1/2). Then, the index k in (4.2) is given by k = jn, where jn is defined 
recursively as follows: j l  = 1 and 
i[ jn-1 -- 1 jn = jn - l (1  - 2yn) + y,2 n+l, 2 is even, 
j ,  = j , - l (2yn  - 1) + 2"+1(1 - Yn), if j , - I  - 1 is odd. 
2 
PROOF. We proceed by induction and suppose that D.(n, y)/D*(n, y) = p(n,j)/q(n, j) for y 6 
I(n, i) and x e J(n, i). First we want to show that 
D.(n + l,y) p(n + l , j )  
D*(n + l,y) q(n + l , j )  
D . (n+l ,y )  _ p(n+ 1,2 "+1 - j )  (4.3) 
or D*(n + l,y) q(n + l,2 n+l - j)" 
S ince J (n , i )=(~,~] ,wehave  
{p(n, i) p(n, i) + p(n, i + 1) ] 
J(n + 1, 2i) kq(n,i) '  q(n,i + 1) +q(n,i-+ 1 j ' 
[p(n,i) +p(n , i+ 1) p(n,i + 1)1 
J (n+ l,2i + l )=  \ ~ l ) ' q ( n , i +  U] ' 
if yn+l = 0, 
if yn+l = 1. 
Let us consider the case D.(n, y) = q(n, i) and D*(n, y) = q(n, i+1) .  We see that  q(n, i) = p(n,j) 
and q(n, i + 1) = q(n,j). The choice yn+1 = 0 gives the left subinterval J(n + 1, 2i), and we get 
by the induction hypothesis 
D.(n + 1, y) 
D*(n + l,y) 
q(n,i) p(n,j) 
q(n,i) +q(n, i+ 1) - p(n,j) +q(n,i)" 
(4.4) 
D.<n+l,y 1 We know that p(n + 1, j)  = p(n, j) and q(n + 1, j)  = p(n, j) + q(n, j). Thus, D*(n+l,y) = ~ "  
Choosing Yn+l ---- 1, we obtain 
D.(n + l,y) =1 p(n + l , j )  = p(n + l,2n+l - J) 
D*(n + l,y) q(n + l , j )  q(n + l,2 n+l - j)" 
(4.5) 
In the case D*(n, y) = q(n, i) and D.(n, y) = q(n, i + 1), similar arguments will verify (4.3). In 
p(k,j.) D.(n+l,y) ~ detail, the step from = q-CE~ to D*(n+l,y) = follows from 
j n+ l= j . ,  for (yn+l=OAq(n , i )<q(n , i+ l ) )V (y ,+ l= lAq(n , i )>q(n , i+ l ) ) ,  
jn+l  ---- 2n+1 - jn, for (Yn+l ---- 1 A q(n,i) < q(n, i ÷ 1)) V (Yn+l ---- 0 A q(n, i) > q(n, i ÷ 1)). 
(4.6) 
NqL 8-S-D 
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The condition q(n, i) < q(n, i + 1) in (4.6) is satisfied if and only if i is even. Since 1/2 is the root 
of both trees and 1/2 = p(1,1)/q(1, 1), the assertion j l = 1 is also true. The recurrence relation 
for jn in Lemma 1 can be obtained by a reformulation of (4.6). | 
REMARK 1. For x • (1/2, 1), we can use the formula in Lemma 1 by converting (Yl,Y2,---,Yn) 
to (1 -  yl,1 - Y2 , . - . ,1 -  yn). 
REMARK 2. The procedure of the previous proof can also be described in terms of the inverse 
Farey shift. 
THEOREM 2. Let (Yl, Y2,... ), Yn) be the O, i-labelling of the path in F connecting the root and 
p(n+l ,2 i+ l )  the vertex q(n+l,2i+l)" Furthermore, set Ao = A, A1 = 1 - A and c(A) = 1/(Ao~°A~'). Then the 
explicit representation o[ 1/2a(A) is given by 
2vt-1 
1 ( p(n, jn) ~ • ()~/1)t~/2,,,)t~/n + )tl_y,)~l_y2,,, "~l--yn)" 2a(A----~ = nli~m~ Z l°ge(x) 1 + q(n, jn) / 
i=1 
PROOF. The boundary points of J(n, i) and J(n, 2 n - i - 1) have the same denominators. We 
conclude 
D.(n,y) p(n, jn)~ 
# D---~,-~ - q(n,jn)] = #(y • I(n,i) UI(n,2 n - i -  1)) = A~IA~2...A~, +AI -~, - . .A I -u , .  
Now we consider the expected value E(f)  = f~ f(y) d#(y) with respect o Lebesgue measure for 
the function f (y )= logc(~)(1 + ~ ) :  
2"-' ( p(n,j ,) ~ (D.(n,y)  
l imooE(f ) = lirnoo ~ logc(~) 1 + q(n, jn ) ] .  # \D ' (n ,y )  
i= l  
1 '~ 
= lim -~E( f )  
n---~OO n 
k----1 
1 
_ _  = 
q(n,j.)/ 
REMARK 3. For the special case A = 1/2, we have 
and the limit of the assertion in Theorem 2 is 
f0 1 log2(1 + x) d?(x) = - -  2a(1 /2 ) '  
which is due to [1]. 
5. HAUSDORFF  D IMENSION 
The object of this section is to prove the main result mentioned in the abstract. We will prove 
that a(A) given in Theorem 2 is exactly the Hausdorff dimension of the set of points where the 
functions g~ have nonvanishing derivatives. 
Let Y'*I,~ be the set of all y for which (3.3) holds; then/~ (Y~x) = 1. Furthermore l t Y,*2,~ be 
the set of all y E (0,1) satisfying 
lim /~XoxX~,~ = 1. 
a-*co  ~,"~0 n l  / 
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The sets X*I,A and X2, ~* are defined as preimages g~-I (y{,x). and g~-l'Y*( 2,~),, respectively. Now we 
consider the probability P on (a, b) given by the Lebesgue measure. Since P(Yk = 1) = A1 and 
P(Yk = 0) = A0, we obtain for the expectation E(~-~= 1 Yk) : hA1. Thus, by the law of large 
numbers, the equation 
k=1 
(5.1) 
- X* M X~,x; then we note that #(gx(X~)) = 1. holds for almost all y. Let X~ 1,x 
LEMMA 2. The Hausdorff dimension dim X~ of the set X~ is bounded above by dim X~ < a(A). 
PROOF. Using (vii), we obtain 
1 1 
#(J(n,x)) = q(n,i - 1)q(n,i) = D*(n,y)D.(n,y) 
for x 6 J(n, i). Thus, lim,-~oo logo(x)#(J(n,x))/n = -1/a(A).  Taking the logarithm to base 
c(~) = 1/(A0~°A~'), we conclude 
lim #(J(n,x)) = A °A ~ , Vx E X I. (5.2) 
?%--'+00 
We remark that X~ is a set of measure zero. This follows from the fact that almost all numbers 
are normal, and thus, lim SUPn_~c~ of logo(x) D*(n, y)/n and lim infn-~oo of logo(x) D. (n, y)/n are 
different for almost all x. The a(A)-dimensional Hausdorff measure H a(x) is bounded above by 
AO A1 )--~ (~o ~1 n/a(~) 
< E E ') =0, 
n---~ OO n---+(:~ 
J(n,x) i=l 
~ex~ 
(5.3) 
since a(A) < 1. Equation (5.3) implies the assertion of Lemma 2. 
In order to prove a(A) = dim(X~), we use the notation 
C(e) :={x[  lim #(g~( J (n ,x ) ) )>1} fo re>0.  
- , 
Furthermore let I be fixed and C(A, e) := {UJ(n, x) ix E C(e)}, where 
n = min {k I (#(g(k, x)) <_ A) A # (gx(J(k, x))) > # (J(k, z))a(~)-~}. 
We set O0 := min{A0,A1}, O1 := max{A0,A1}, t :-- min{s [ O~ < O0} and k := nt. Then, we 
consider the coverings 
L(A, e) := {UJ(k,j) [ J(k,j) is the left neighbour of a J(n, i) C C(A, e)}, 
R(A, e) := {UJ(k,j) [ J(k,j) is the right neighbour of a J(n, i) C C(A, e)}, 
C* (A, e) := C(A, e) U L(A, e) U R(A, e). 
REMARK 4. (see [1]): 
lim # (g~(C(A, e))) = 0. 
A--.0 
THEOREM 3. There is a set X~ C X~, with #(gx(Xx)) = 1 such that for every x 6 X and e > 0, 
there exists an h( e) satisTying 
(2h) ~(~)+e < [g~(x + h) - g~(x - h)[ < (2h) a(~)-~, 
for a11 h < h(O. 
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PROOF. Since 
#(I(nt, j)) <_ O~ t < 0 R < #(I(n,i)) < O~ Vi, j, (5.4) 
we have #(I(k,j)) < #(I(n,i)) Vi, j ,n. Hence, 
# (g~(C*(A,e))) < 3. #(g~(C(A,e))) ==~ lim ~(gx(C*(A,e))) = O. (5.5) 
A--*0 
Setting C* = o~ • __ Ui=IC (ei) with ei 2 - i ,  we obtain that gx(C*) is a countable union of null sets, 
and thus, has measure zero, too. Let X~ be the intersection of X~ with the complement (C*) c 
of C*. Hence, #(X~) = 1. 
For every x E Xx, there exists a covering C*(A,2e) such that x ~ C*(A,2e). Let no be the 
smallest n satisfying #(J(n, x)) < A; then 
J(n,x) C (C*(A,2e)) c, Vn > n0. 
Thus, 
J(nt,j l) U J(n,x) U J(nt, j2) C (C(A,2e)) c . (5.6) 
The sets in the complement of C(A, 2e) satisfy the Lipschitz condition on the right-hand side of 
the assertion in Theorem 3. Hence, 
(-n)/(~(~)-2~) 
> 
> (5.7) 
z ,% ,x \ ( -nO/ (~( ,x ) -2e)  
hl < IAo AII ) 
we obtain that hl is smaller than each of the intervals in(5.6), and thus 
(x - hl,X + hi) C J(nt, jl) U J(n,x) U J(nt,j2). (5.8) 
Since (5.7) is true for any refinement of the interval J(n, x), it is obvious that 
# (g~(z - h, x + h)) < 3(2h) ~(~)-2~, V h < hi. (5.9) 
Now if we put hie ) := (2hl/3~(~)-2~), then (5.9) implies 
#(g~(z  - h,x + h)) < (2h) ~(~)-~, 
and the Lipschitz bound on the right-hand side of the assertion in Theorem 3 is satisfied. The 
left-hand side inequality follows from analogous arguments. | 
We conclude with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let B be a set with # (g~(B)) > 0 and X~ as in Theorem 3. Then, we obtain for 
the Hausdorff dimension 
dim(Xx N B) = a(A). 
PROOF. The proof can be given as in the case A = 1/2 (see [1]). 
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